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She Dego^ako^ and Fu^nishe^ 
RENAISSANCE FURNITURE. 

|TT"R furniture of mediaeval 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
times was rectilinear in its 

tm^^^^^^mm^^^^^^^LV characteristics, full of sharp 
k W k&M^kuTW/fl^^^^f) angles and rigid outlines, 

J . C<&$*m )\((cr which, although imparting 
>--^?J\r(V f\ ideas of strength and majesty, 

^^_\__m^r^l V were devoid of that airy ele 

^^^^1 )WrNO gance and delicate symmetry 
^^t^__^^^^_mmw^_im\\ 

which characterizes the furni 

^^^^^mt^W^___\j^^_w!F^ 
ture of *he Renaissance. The 

____W^_\^_f___US^vm. 
solemn intensity of mediaeval 

^^_\_W_wr \\w*&__fL\\ life was succeeded by a hap 
^^m ^ElPiiSr pier era, and its stiffness and 

l^ V ^^^F*lsjKift gloom as shown in household 
/' - 

^^~^^^y^.;'^' effects, gave way to a light 

Y]^_mmmm^^^^^_^_^_, \ 
and joyous* grace that _ 

\/r^^^^^^mmm^^^^^_%W 
charmed the senses. The 
straight lines gave way to 

curves, and rigid emblems became simple enblems of pleasure. 
The restoration of classic- learning,- and the awakening of the 

world to new ideas^ brought about the invention of printing 
and geographical discovery, and above all the cosmopolital in 
fluence of commerce, produced a universal stir in the minds of 

men, which was reflected in- the arts and homes, and conse 

quently in the furniture, of those homes in the period to which 
we refer. v'-^if*-*" ?>..' 

The Renaissance is connected with one of the most important 
and brilliant phases through which humanity has ever passed. 
The human spirit, leaping from mediaeval and Gothic bondage 
reached the tide where deep called unto deep with a universal 
significence. The Renaissance was the dawning of a new day. 
It was no longer thought necessary that- decorative art should 

be the symbolic slave of this or that creed, and that the freedom 
of art should replace the spirit of dogma. 

The crusadeSAahd the affluent commerce of Venice were 

teaching the people of Europe that there were other lands and 

other people besides themselves. When the rest of Europe was 

buried in mediaeval gloom, Venetian dwellings were glorified T$rith 
ythe furniture and carvings of the outer world. While the early 

ft Christians were destroying the statues and bas-reliefs of antiquity, 
exiled artists virom the Greek Empire sought refuge in Vepice 

and Florence, where they practiced, their arts. In-Venetian 

furniture the Renaissance was first established. Precious ilium-, 
inated MSS. of Greek origin that had be rifled-from t^e ruined 

. Byzantine libraries, found their way to Italy, ar?d! the Aldine 
press of Venice scattered broadcast duplicates of" these works, 

. 

ahd thus opened to modern art the portals of thought ahd 

fancy bfftthe older World.. These n>ew ideas fell like sunshine; 

upon a iong-shadpwed world. During the next three* hundred 
years all the methods of ancient art. gave a profound stimulus 

to both'-.-art and literature and the name of Dante,'Petrarch, 

Chahcer,. Shakespeare, Calvin, Rabelias, Cervantes, Luther, 
? 

Guttenberg, Galileo, Leonardo, Raphael, Michael Angelo, Durer, 

Correggio, Titian; &c, are proofs of the vigorous minds that the 
* -hew /(civilization had produced. . '. 

With the easier and more luxurious conditions of life, the 
rjgiil and severe shapes of furniture that ;were only, statable for 

the castles and habitations of warriors, gave waf 
to furnishings 

pf a lighter 
. and more luxurious shape. Gothic da^ving; and 

symbolism gave way to the spell of aticient loneliness. Tneire 
were in Venice and Florence,4 cultivated,- refined and 

scholarly 
tastes, arid when the armies of France crossed?the Alps, Italy 
rose before them in all the splendor of her marbles and palaces, 
like an apparition of the beauiiful past. Ohder the influence; of 
Italian expeditions in the reigns of Charles > 

VllL, Louis XH. 
and Francis I.*, the palace of the Louvre was remade, Fontain 

ebleau the Tuileries were built, and chateau after chateau rose 
* 

vast and lovely, light and airy, furnished and adorned in what 
was called the Italian style. 

Society,. becoming 
~ 
more 

' 
secure, became more luxurious. 

People wore more, delicate- garments, they, satat^wider windows;' 
chairs and sofas became more luxurious; the material "of which 

the new furniture was made was of extravagant richness. Ebony 
was in great favor, with ivory and mother-of pearl. The com 

moner woods were gilded in many of the articles of the quattro-, 

cento, or what is called the first great style of the Renaissance. 

The Venetians, influenced by Persian art, used largely an inlay 
of woods and ivory in geometric designs, while the Florentines 
carried out in their inlays with lapis lazuli and other precious stones. 

In furniture the Renaissance may be said to be almost 

entirely of Italian growth, Flanders being the only other country 
in Europe that followed the Italian example, with any degree of 

merit. 

The quattrocento is marked by fine natural imitations of 

fruit, folliage and animal life, the endeavor being to obtain 

beauty by means of charming lines, picturesque groups, and bird 

and bee, leaf and flower, are boldly and perfectly imitated in the 
decoration of the furniture of the quattrocento, as well as in its 

other arts. 

This desire for the beautiful was even more the case in the 

cinquecento, the last and greatest style of the Renaissance?the 

style of antique beauty. Here at length the whole separation 
took place, and art, utterly free from religious symbolism, turn 

ed to the aesthetic and sensuous,-from which she came. If there 

was any' worship in the cinquecento, it was the worship of the 

curve.- It was toward the cinquecento that all the variations of 

the Renaissance darkly wandered. Perhaps they would never 

have reached it but for the fortunate and timely discovery of 
certain arabesques in the Roman excavations. In their study, 
the actuating principles of the antique were for the first time 

understood, and it was felt that the province of art was to 
afford sensations of pure delight, and not to lead the mind by 
ulterior ways to a moral end; and when Raphael, Julio Romano, 
Giovanni da Uldine, and-their contemporaries became filled with 

its spirit, it took another and more splendid flight. "In Italy," 
wrote Benvenuto Cellini, "there is a variety of tastes, and we 

cut foliages in many different forms. The Lombards make the 

most beautiful wreaths, representing ivy and vine leaves and 

others of the same sort, with agreeable twinings highly pleasing 
to the eye. v The Romans and Tuscans Have a much better 

notion in this respect, for they represent acanthus leaves, with 

aH their festoons and flowers, winding in a variety of forms, and 

among these leaves they insert birds and animals of various sorts 

with great-ingenuity and elegance in the arrangement. They 
likewise have recourse occasionally to wild flowers, such as those 

called* lion's mouths for their peculiar shape, accompanied by 
other fine inventions of the imagination, which are termed gro- 

. 

tesque by the ignorant." These foliages have received that name 

from the moderns, because they are fp^ caverns in 

Rome, which in ancient days were chambers, baths, studios, halls, 
and other places of the like nature. The curious happened to 

to discover them in these subterraaieous caverns, whose low situa 

tion is owmg to the rising of the surface of ti^e ground in a 

series of ages; and as these caverns in Romie are commonly 
called grottoes, they frpm-thence acquired the name of grotesque. 
But this is not t^heif proper name; for as the ancients delighted 
in the composition of chimerical creatures, 

- and gave to the 
. 

supposed promiscuous breed of animals the appellation of 
- mon 

sters. In like manner artists produced by their foliages monsters 

of this sprt^.andthat is the 
proper 

name for them, not grotes 
ques! V "The fdliages?that is fine and delicate scroll work?are 
the distinguished features of the cinquecento, the central line 
of their ornament constantly widening Put into vase-like shapes 
round which the arbesques curl from which they grow, the 
delicate foliations springing froin the likenesses of angels, demons 
and all kinds of fanciful monsters. Their character may be seen 

from the illustration which we give of modern hail furniture in the 
Venetian Renaissance executed by Antonio Zanetti of Venice. 
Wherever ornament was introduced, on the front of cabinets, 

the sides of chairs, the elevation of mantels, it was of this 

description. There is not a trace of symbolism left, meanwhile, 
in. the pure style, whether used in church or palace, on pottery 
or furniture; the cartouche and the strap have entirely disap 
peared from it. Classical elements and wonderfully original and 

piquant variations of them, form the burden of its beauty?the 

anthemion, the acanthus, the egg and dart, modulated, diversi 

fied, transfigured in a thousand ways. This and the general 
adaptation of the antique was, of course, rendered easier by the 

hy the daily increasing intimacy with its forms caused by the * 

frequent discoveries of the treasures of ancient art. 

Like most other choice things, the style is too fine to be 
easily achieved, for it requires that its designers should be 
scholars and poets, as Well as decorators, and in the present day 
it more often relapses into the profuse forms of the quattrocen 

to, .which in the matter of furniture and upholstery, every de 

signer and upholsterer seems to suit himself. 

Although under the head of Renaissance may be included all 
modern styles, yet the Elizabethan, the Louis Quatorze, the 
Rococo and the Colonial styles are, by comparison, degradations 
and impoverizations. 
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<9HE DEGOI^ATPOIS AND FU^NISHEI^. 

HALL FURNITURE IN THE VENETIAN RENAISSANCE (Cikquecento), BY ANTONIO ZANETTI, OF VENICE. 
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